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What Lodging Taxes tell us about the Great Recession

HVS Convention, Sports and Entertainment analyzed lodging tax revenue across the country to assess the
health of the lodging industry. Changes in taxable room revenue show the rate of recovery from the
Great Recession. We expect that the lodging industry will continue to grow more quickly than the
economy for the next two years. Information is drawn from the data base used in the second annual HVS
Lodging Tax Study, which was published in August of this year.

Taxable Room Revenue

In the United States, a hotel guest will almost always find a variety of

taxes and fees listed at the bottom of his bill at checkout. For

example, a visitor to Boston will pay a 6% room occupancy excise

tax to the City of Boston, a 2.75% tax for financing the Boston

Convention Center, and 5.7% room occupancy excise tax to the State

of Massachussetts. In other states, such as Maine, accommodations

for hotel guests are simply taxed at the normal sales tax rate. The

table to the right shows the distribution of total lodging taxes in the

150 most populous cities in the United States.

A hotel owner collecting room tax is legally obligated to report his

total taxable sales to the government agency which levied the tax. As

a result, lodging tax revenue closely mirrors the performance of all types of lodging facilities in a market.

Cities and counties which collect lodging taxes generally report tax revenues in their Comprehensive Annual

Financial Reports, or in their annual budgets. Since lodging tax rates are public knowledge, dividing the

reported revenue from a lodging tax by the local rate provides a good estimate of the total taxable room

revenue in a given city or county. HVS calculated taxable room revenue each year since 2003 for 48 cities, and

each year since 2007 for a total of 117 cities.

Taxable room revenue provides an accuate, simple indicator of the health of the lodging industry. Both

increases in room rates and increases in room occupancy result in higher taxable room revenue. This

approach has two advantages compared to studying lodging tax revenue alone: it enables 1) comparison of

the relative size of the lodging industry in cities with varied lodging tax rates, and 2) analysis of changes in

the lodging industry over time in individual cities, independent of tax rate changes.

Cities and counties in the United States are not required to use a particular time frame in their annual

financial reports. Of the 117 cities studied in this analysis, seventy (70) used the standard July 1-June 30 fiscal

year, twenty (20) used a January 1-December 30 fiscal year, and twenty-six (26) used an October 1-

September 30 fiscal year. GDP in the United States dropped most sharply beginning in September 2008

during the recession of 2007-2009. The deepest trough of the recession therefore falls in FY 2009 for cities

which report based on a June-July fiscal year, but is split between FY 2008 and FY 2009 for cities reporting

based on a January-December or October-September fiscal year.

For every city, HVS calculated the ratio of taxable room revenue in each year to taxable room revenue in fiscal

2008. The average ratio for each reporting class is presented below to show the performance of the lodging

industry throughout the recession. The red line indicates a taxable room revenue ratio of one-to-one in 2008.
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Taxable room revenue, which is proportional to hotel room rates and occupancy, declined in most cities. As of

2012, a majority of cities have once again reached nominal 2008 levels of taxable room revenue.

Hotel business is driven by three primary categories of travelers: business travelers, meeting and group

travelers, and leisure travelers. Demand from each segment increases when businesses investment increases

and households have more disposable income. Therefore, the lodging industry is procyclical to the economy –

meaning it moves in the same direction as the economy. To evaluate this claim, the following charts compare

nominal taxable room revenue (“TRR”) in the 70 cities reporting on a June-July fiscal year to U.S. nominal GDP

for the same period.

These charts show that during and after the Great Recession, the lodging industry suffered greater and longer

lasting punishment than the economy as a whole. During the recession, businesses cut travel budgets and

postponed large meetings, and households cut back on leisure travel. Such expenses are more elastic than

raw materials and labor for business or staple goods for households. The figure on the right demonstrates the

long-lasting effects of the economic downturn on the lodging industry. Hotel revenues recovered to 2008

levels two years after nominal GDP reached pre-recession levels.

This trend bears out over a longer time horizon. HVS calculated taxable room revenue for 37 cities using a

June-July fiscal year for each year since 2003. Over that time span, total taxable room revenue has displayed
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more volatility than GDP, but has generally moved in the same direction. The figure below shows the

relationship between TRR and GDP by expanding the time horizon of the prior figure:

So long as economic growth continues, total taxable room revenue is likely increase more quickly than GDP in

the short term. The hotel industry will continue to benefit from improved economic conditions. In the

medium term, HVS expects that growth in the lodging industry will eventually converge to a growth path

similar to GDP—that is, until the next recession or economic shock.
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Regional changes in taxable room revenue

The maps to the left show taxable room revenue

relative to taxable room revenue in 2008 for each

of the 150 cities in the HVS Second Annual

Lodging Tax Study. These maps show the

geographic distribution of the recovery.

Cities marked in red recorded less taxable room

revenue than they had in 2008. Cities marked in

green recorded more taxable room revenue than

they had in 2008. Cities for which not enough

information was available are marked in gray.

The strength of taxable room revenue as an

indicator of performance is its accuracy at the

local level. Using this information, it is possible to

assess the effect of recession on the lodging

industry in particular regions. HVS draws the

following conclusions from the maps to the left:

 Cities which rely heavily on tourism and

cities in regions most deeply affected by

the collapse in home prices have been the

slowest to recover. This includes cities in

Florida, California, Arizona, and Nevada.

 Cities in high-growth regions such as

Texas and the Southeast regained taxable

room revenue more quickly than cities in

the Midwest and East Coast.

 A slower pace of recovery than in the rest

of the nation is evident in California and

other West Coast cities.

As of 2012, the lodging revenues in 51% of the

117 cities for which HVS obtained data have

recovered to pre-recession levels. As we expect

continued recovery of average daily rate and

occupancy in 2013 and 2014, the lodging

revenues of most major metro areas are likely to

recover to prerecession levels.
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Limitations and further questions

HVS’s nationwide study of lodging taxes examined lodging taxes levied at the state level, as well as lodging taxes levied

in the urban centers of the nation’s 150 largest cities. In most cases, annual revenue figures were drawn from consistent

sources year over year. In some states, lodging taxes are levied and reported at the county rather than city level. In such

cases, taxable room revenue was estimated for the entire county. Penalties for late payment and write-offs for

uncollectible accounts are often factored into hotel tax revenues in local financial reports. However, the hotel market

consists of a small number of well-known taxpayers. As a result, the difference between actual taxable room revenue

and calculated taxable room revenue is small. Nevertheless, HVS acknowledges that accounting practices are not

standard across cities and has attempted to provide the most accurate information possible.

Taxable room revenues are typically less than gross room revenues because most lodging tax laws provide some

exemptions such as room rental paid by military personnel or government employees. For example, a recent HVS study

of lodging taxes in San Antonio, Texas showed a 10 to 13 percent difference between gross room revenue and taxable

room revenue.

The HVS Second Annual Lodging Tax Report provides a complete listing of lodging tax rates, revenue, and taxable room

revenue in the 150 largest cities and all 50 states in the United States. A more detailed explanation of methodology is

included in the full report.

The HVS Second Annual Lodging Tax Report is available for purchase online at: http://www.hvs.com/news/6513/hvs-

publishes-annual-us-lodging-tax-study-nearly-half-the/
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About HVS

HVS is the world’s leading consulting and services
organization focused on the hotel, mixed-use, shared
ownership, gaming, and leisure industries. Established in
1980, the company performs 4500+ assignments each year
for hotel and real estate owners, operators, and
developers worldwide. HVS principals are regarded as the
leading experts in their respective regions of the globe.
Through a network of more than 30 offices and 450
professionals, HVS provides an unparalleled range of
complementary services for the hospitality industry.
www.hvs.com

Superior Results through Unrivalled Hospitality
Intelligence. Everywhere.

HVS CONVENTION, SPORTS, & ENTERTAINMENT
FACILITIES CONSULTING has performed hundreds of
assignments around the world analyzing the feasibility of
convention and conference centers, headquarters hotels,
arenas, stadiums, event and civic centers, performing arts
facilities, hospitality developments, tourism attractions,
water parks, entertainment/urban development districts
and museums. Our service delivery methods set the
industry standard with techniques based on sound
economics and rigorous analytical methods.
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